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ADMIRAL LORD NELSON SCHOOL 
GOVERNING BODY MINUTES 

 

Full Governing Body Meeting 

Wednesday 11th July at 6.00pm 

Held in the Information Centre 
 

Present: Pat Brooks  (authority governor)   

David Giles  (authority governor)  

Steven Labedz  (staff governor)   Headteacher 

Mike Park  (community governor) 

Tim Rampton  (community governor) 

Jeff Smith  (community governor) 

  Nicola Smith  (parent governor) 

  Ruth Stone-Houghton(parent governor) 

  Scott Taviner  (parent governor) 

  Jane Beecher  (staff governor) 

  Vanessa Etherington (staff governor)   

  Nys Hardingham (staff governor)  

  Amanda Hillyard (staff governor) 

  Jane Beecher    (staff governor) 

   

In attendance: Abbie Eales  (clerk) 

Claire Copeland (senior curriculum leader- from September) 

  Jean Gammon  (associate member) 

  Bobbie Young  (associate member) 

   

 

The clerk confirmed the meeting was quorate. The meeting opened at 6:00pm 

 

Item   Action 

1. Apologies for Absence  

  Apologies were received and accepted from T Simmonds 

These were accepted by the governing body. 
 

Accepted 

 

 

2 Election of Chair  

 The clerk led the election of Chair of the governing body. J Smith had 

self-nominated for the position. J Smith left the room while governors 

voted.  

J Smith was unanimously elected as Chair of governors. 

 

Vice chair remained as a joint post with T Rampton and S Taviner. 

 

 

 

Agreed 

3 Register of interests  

 There were no declarations of interest relating to matters on this 

agenda.  

 

 

4 Approval of minutes of previous meeting and matters arising- 

13th June 2012 

 

  S Taviner asked who would be able to get the governors e-learning set 

up. B Young would take this on.  

B Young to 

liaise  with S 

Taviner  
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Artsmark- it was noted it was the 4th time the school had achieved the 

Gold Artsmark. 

 

P Brooks proposed the minutes and M Park seconded. The minutes were 
duly agreed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Minutes 

agreed 

5 Correspondence  

  None had been received. 

 

 

6 Headteacher’s Report  

  S Labedz explained that there was nothing significant to report since his 

last written report. 

 
 

 

 

7 Teaching and learning reports  

  N Hardingham led the discussion on the 2 papers which had been sent 

out to governors in advance.  

Standards of teaching and learning had improved dramatically over the 

year. Drop-ins on lessons had been introduced, which led to reports on 

areas of strength and areas for development. There were a lot of 
outstanding and good observations made- with the mean overall grade 

being 1.7 which lay between good and outstanding. Last year this was at 

2.2. The focus of drop-ins was around assessment and assessment for 

learning. Pupils were already well engaged in lessons, so the school 

concentrated on how assessment could boost achievement. There was a 

trend of continued improvement, except in ICT and geography. 

Assessment practice had improved dramatically, so the school was 

waiting to see if, as anticipated, outcomes improve accordingly. ICT was 

a subject that was well-structured and enjoyed by students, however the 

teacher feedback had not fit in with the ideas of formative assessment as 
learning was fairly independent.  

Y11 drop-in in geography had led to concerns around leadership, but this 

had been improved over the course of a term.  

Timetabled lesson observations had been changed to be more 

developmental, allowing a focus on learning across a whole lesson. A 

timetable was published to show when a teacher would be observed 

through the course of the year. Currently this was just once a year. 96% 

of lessons were judged as good or better, with only one lesson judged as 

inadequate. This one instance was largely down to the presence of 

external experts in the lesson, and not poor teaching. Both systems used 
have given staff an opportunity to prepare, unlike the drop-ins. The only 

area which was less than good was around differentiation in planning.  

It was explained that with the introduction of the new OFSTED criteria 

some of the lessons that were currently judged good would become 

satisfactory and so on. N Hardingham stated that the governing body 

should therefore expect future reports using the new criteria to show a 

different picture with regard to percentages of good and outstanding 

lessons. Governors asked if the new criteria had been used what results 

would have looked like. N Hardingham stated it would have been more 

likely to be 75% good and 25% outstanding, which would mean the 
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school was further away from being outstanding overall.  

D Giles asked about the year-on-year observations and how this was 

affected by staff turbulence. N Hardingham said that staff turnover wasn’t 

significant enough to change the overall result. She said that NQTs 

weren’t included in this. 
J Smith asked how confident the school were in terms of benchmarking 

their own judgements. N Hardingam said there was some work to do on 

moderating their own assessments next year. The teaching load of the 

curriculum leaders had been reduced to give 4 extra free sessions which 

would allow time to programme in learning opportunities for other staff, 

which might include learning walks, peer observations etc. S Labedz said 

that under the new framework the school can’t be outstanding without 

teaching and learning being outstanding.  
 

8 Rights respecting schools  

  The personal development curriculum-  It was noted that this developed 

students as rounded individuals, giving them a wide view of the world 

outside the school, Portsmouth, the UK and worldwide. There was a 

focus on developing self-confidence and independence. There were 2 

lessons a week for Y10 around the Philosophy for Children award, all 

taught by specialist teachers. A parent governor said that these subjects 

had been hard-hitting and students had taken them on board. A survey 

had been conducted of the first year group who have gone through the 

course, and 80% of pupils said they liked learning about current affairs, 
70% liked learning to actively listen. Conversely the students found that 

really listening to other people’s opinions was one of the most 

challenging elements. CTAs would be training in Philosophy for Children, 

enabling more consistency in the new academic year. 81% of students 

said they would prefer a certificate rather than a full GCSE. The school 

would be aiming to get a Sapere bronze award (similar to Artsmark).  

 

Learning to Learn- this programme focussed on helping students to 

develop their own independent learning skills. 86% of students had said 

that they had enjoyed the lessons, and 76% of students said they were 
able to transfer their skills to other lessons. Both students and tutors 

had been surveyed and all found the sessions useful and enjoyable. 

Learning to learn will go to Y8 in September.  A twilight INSET would be 

run on L2L to help staff transfer the skills across to all lessons.   

 

PSHEE was being re-developed as the school adapted to the positive 

impact of the above initiatives although lessons were currently written 

and resourced by individual year teams. 54% of pupils said that the 

subject had improved this year.  There will be self and peer assessment 

introduced and the consistency of teaching will be improved  by 

continuing the process of monitoring drop-ins led by the Senior Leader 

for Curriculum and year heads.   

 

RRSA level one- the recognition of commitment award had already been 

earned. There has been a charter written and approved by all the groups 

in school, with R Stone-Houghton as the governor representative. This 
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would be in student planners as the first page from September. The 

steering group would have the first 2 assemblies in September to launch 

the tutor group “charter challenge”. The Level one award was aimed to 

be achieved by Easter. 

 
P Brooks asked if there had been any feedback from parents about the 

topics that had been discussed. It was noted there had been none. Some 

students had been affected by certain issues and were allowed to leave 

lessons if that was the case. J Beecher said this was probably a reflection 

on how well the discussions had been run as students had felt safe in 

their discussions and not felt it needed further discussion outside school. 

It was noted that in subjects like English the level of discussion had 

improved. P Brooks congratulated staff on the work around PD and P4C.  

 

9 Working group on academies   

 
 

S Labedz took governors through the history-to-date of the academy 
proposal. He said that ultimately teaching and learning and giving the 

young people who came to the school the best life opportunities was the 

important aspect for governors to concentrate on, and that the 

structure was secondary to that.  

The government had focussed on a hands-off approach, but this was 

supported by a range of new legislation. Teaching school alliances are 

groups of schools who are committed to improving outcomes in their 

area through CPD etc. Governors asked how much the support of some 

of the new system leaders would cost the school. S Labedz said that it 

would depend on which level of support and whether they were part of 
the teaching school alliance. The changes to the OFSTED categories and 

floor targets were discussed.  It was noted that schools who fall below 

the target will be made academies within 6 months.  

Governors asked if all the different types of school would be competing 

for students. The headteacher said it was inevitable as all schools funding 

is based on pupil numbers.  

It was noted that the school was already part of a formal collaboration, 

but was still ultimately a single school. The school would also be part of a 

Teaching School Alliance, which would also have levels of governance.  

The headteacher then went through the different possible models for 
academies- including umbrella trusts.  

The school was writing a plan to be a Teaching School which would 

contain about 20 schools- 6 secondary and the rest primary or special- 

which would be looking at CPD, leadership development and teacher 

training.  

The headteacher took governors through a slideshow specific to ALNS 

and Portsmouth. There were still 60 community schools in the city, with 

no free schools, no studio schools and no University Technical College.  

Nationally nearly half of all secondary schools were academies. There 

was no financial gain or loss to becoming an academy.  
There is a meeting planned in September to look at collaboration 

between ALNS and it’s cluster primary schools for the 5 chairs and 

headteachers. Two secondary schools had also approached ALNS to 

pursuing a three member Umbrella Trust Academy application. J Smith 
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and S Labedz attended a meeting of governors and the headteachers of 

the 3 schools. J Smith said that both other schools were keen to have 

ALNS involved as part of the group. He said that his personal feeling was 

that working with the primary cluster schools might be more beneficial, 

although there were benefits to both options. P Brooks said that she also 
felt that it would be more beneficial to work with the feeder schools as 

this was less likely to affect the quality of teaching and learning in ALNS. 

This would help further the vision of coherent 0-16 education. Ultimately 

the question “what’s in it for us?” had to be asked. N Hardingham said 

that there had been no discussion about ALNS being involved in a school 

improvement role. S Taviner said he still felt that the all-through 

education vision was still important, with a view to perhaps also offering 

A-Levels and taking it through to 18. It was asked if any of these 

arrangements would end up with one board of governors. The 

headteacher said that ultimately yes, with the aim to being a multi-
academy trust. He said that he didn’t see there was any pressing reason 

to convert, but that time may still come.  Converting to an academy 

would offer more flexibility in offering different provision. Offering 

appropriate courses post 16 is an area where the school could expand. 

N Hardingham said that could be an area where partnering with other 

secondary schools could be beneficial, as this would offer extra capacity. 

J Beecher said she had concerns about accountability for results in the 

cross-secondary model. It was felt this would also be better for parents 

too. 

P Brooks said she felt it was better to think about the options for a 
further year and look into the company limited by guarantee model.   

J Smith summarised the options: 

Continue discussions with the primary cluster schools 

Continue discussions with the secondary schools 

Not formally collaborate but have shared back office functions.  

Governors felt that continuing to work with the primary cluster schools 

was the more attractive option.  

Governors voted on the issue of working with the secondary schools. 

Bar 2 abstentions governors voted not to further explore a formal 

partnership with the two secondary schools.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

10 Any other business  

 J Beecher reminded governors about the informal dedication of Linda 

Brixey’s garden on Tuesday at 4:30pm 

 

 

The meeting closed at 8:50pm  


